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MEASURING CUP 10 CM
Serie: 10 cm Serie: Silver plated Serie:
silver Serie: Graphik versilbert
Order number: 3570660338296
Hersteller: Christofle

€325.00 *
Prices incl. VAT plus shipping costs

Ready to ship today, delivery time appr. 1-3 workdays
Also available in our Store at Königsallee 42 in Düsseldorf.

Product information "Measuring Cup 10 cm"

Manufacturer: Christofle
Series: Graphik
Height: 10 cm
Diameter: 4.9 cm
Material: silver plated
3-part set with base, lid and strainer

Christofle, Graphik, measuring cup, silver plated
The measuring cup is part of the Graphik series by Christofle, which focuses on unique crystal glassware and barware. The
sophisticated design with the memorable, geometric cuts at the base of the bucket is both modern and classic. The mirror polish of the
high-quality silver plating keeps pre-shaken cocktails cold for a long time. The 3-part measuring cup comes with a strainer and is 10 cm
high and 4.9 cm wide. It is one of the most important bar utensils and transforms the mixing of beverages into a unique, elegant
experience. It can be ideally combined with the other products from the collection.

About Christofle
With the Graphik series, the design studio of traditional company Christofle extends its exceptional craftsmanship to crystal glass and
bar products. The hand-cut design with geometric cuts in vertical and horizontal arrangement is characteristic of this contemporary
series. The modern and sophisticated design convinces through its exclusive signature and immediately enhances any environment.

The traditional French company Christofle is a master in the processing of silver. With passionate craftsmanship and perfection, the
luxury brand produces exclusive cutlery, as well as tableware, jewelry, accessories, barware and home decoration in its manufactory in
Yainville in Normandy. In doing so, Christofle combines tradition and expertise from almost 200 years of company history with the
highest quality, elegance and zeitgeist in its exquisite products.

Related links to "Measuring Cup 10 cm"

- Do you have any questions concerning this product?

- Further products by Christofle

https://www.franzen.de/en/payment-and-dispatch
https://www.franzen.de/en/store
https://www.franzen.de/en/anfrage-formular?sInquiry=detail&sOrdernumber=3570660338296
https://www.franzen.de/en/christofle/
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